
Fixed Window Restrictors

Our Window Restrictor can be fitted to any window in minutes; it has a 20cm long cable to restrict the opening 
of the window and the whole device can withstand forces over 100kg. This means the householder can have 

their window open without the worry of their children falling out. The fixed window restrictor is ideal for places 
where you do not want the window to full open i.e hospitals, mental institutions, nurseries, schools, hotels etc.

The UAP Window Restrictor is Biomaster Protected Ð Protection against the dangers you can't see.
Biomaster ensures effective antibacterial protection for the effective lifetime of the product, 
helping to keep surfaces clean and hygienic, and reduces the threat of cross-contamination.

 
We have independently tested the Window Restrictor to EN 16281:2013 to test the strength 

and it exceeded the requirements, withstanding a minimum force of 1350N. 
A cord cutting test was also carried out to 3600N, which the restrictor passed. 

 
The UAP Window Restrictor is suitable for uPVC, Wooden, 

Composite and Aluminium Windows and Doors. 

Available
in six
finishes

Biomaster
Protected

Suitable for all
composite

windows & doors

Withstand forces
over 100kg
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The Royal Association for the Prevention of Accidents report that each year 4,000 
children under the age of 15 fall out of a window. We have recently launched a simple, 

affordable and very effective solution to this in the form of the UAP Window Restrictor.
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White
with white cord

Gold
with black cord

Black
with black cord

Brown
with brown cord

Chrome
with black cord

Chrome 
with transparent cord

WRWHITE-FIXED

WRBLACK-FIXED

WRCHROME-FIXED

WRCHROME-CLEAR-FIXED

WRPVDG-FIXED

WRBROWN -FIXED

White
Black

Chrome with black cord
Chrome with transparent cord

Brown
Gold with black cord


